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IN THE COURT OF THE MEMBER, MOTOR ACCIDENT CLAIMS TRIBUNAL 

SONITPUR AT TEZPUR 

 

Present : Smti. M. Nandi., 
   Member, 
   Motor Accident Claims Tribunal, 
   Sonitpur, Tezpur. 
 

MAC Case No. 39 of 2019(D) 

      1  Md. Ahed Ali, 

 Son of Late Amir Uddin, 

      2. Md. Jubed Ali,  

 Son of Late Amir Uddin, 

 Both are resident of  

 Vill. Keherukhanda gaon, 

 P.O. Keherukhanda 

 P.S. Dhekiajuli, 

 Dist. Sonitpur, Assam………………Claimants. 

 

        -Versus- 

 

     1. Sri Dipeswar Orang, 
 S/O Late Bipul Orang, 
 R/O of vill. Keherukhanda 
 P.O. Keherukhanda 
 P.S. Dhekiajuli. 
 Dist. Sonitpur, Assam, 

(Owner of the new A/F Yamaha scooty(Engine No.E3Y3EO617445) 
  
     2.  Sri Bibhash Khalko 
 S/O Late Stepan Khalko, 
 R/O Vill. Belsiri T.E., 
 P.S. Dhekiajuli, 
 Dist. Sonitpur, Assam, 

(Driver of the new A/F Yamaha scooty(Engine No.E3Y3EO617445) 
  
     3.  Branch Manager, 
 New India Assurance  Co. Ltd. 
 Dhekiajuli Branch, 
 P.O. & P.S. Dhekiajuli, 
 Dist. Sonitpur, Assam. 

(Insurer of the new A/F Yamaha scooty(Engine No.E3Y3EO617445) 
 ……………Opposite parties. 
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ADVOCATES APPEARED 

For the claimant   :- N. Islam, Advocate. 

For the O.P. No. 1 & 2 :- B.B. Biswas, Advocate. 

For the O.P. NO. 3   :- P.Kr. Sarmah, Advocate. 

 

Date of Argument   :- 21-12-2020. 

Date of Judgment   :- 02-01-2021. 

 

                             J U D G M E N T 

This is an application u/s 166 of MV Act, 1988, filed by the claimants, Md. 

Ahed Ali as husband and Md. Jubed Ali brother-in-law of the deceased and 

Majibur Rahman who claimed to be own brother of the deceased Habija Khatun, 

praying for grant of compensation on account of death of Habija Khatun , in a 

motor vehicle accident. 

1. One case is filed by the claimants Md. Ahed Ali and Md. Jubed Ali vide 

MAC case No.39/2019(D) and other case is filed by Md. Mozibur Rahman vide 

MAC case No. 20/2019(D). As both the cases are analogous claiming  

compensation for the death of Habija Khatun, MAC case No. 20/2019(D) is 

amalgamated with MAC case No. 39/2019(D) and tried together. 

2.       The brief fact of the case is that on 11-03-2019 at about 03-00 P.M.  while 

Habija Khatun was proceeding from Dangabasti to her own residence at 

Keherukhanda by following extreme left side of the  road on foot, at that time 

one new scooty having Engine No.Engine No.E3Y3EO617445 and Chassis No. 

ME1SED1GBJ0037332 coming in a rash and negligent manner knocked down 

Habija Khatun. As a result, she sustained grievous injuries on her person. 

Immediately she was taken to Tezpur Medical College & Hospital and after two 

days of treatment at Tezpur Medical College & Hospital she died on 13-03-2019 

in the said hospital. Her post mortem examination was done at Tezpur Medical 

College & Hospital. The deceased left behind her husband. 
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3. After the accident one case was registered vide Dhekiajul P.S. case No. 

164/19 u/s- 279/304(A) IPC. At the relevant time of accident, the alleged 

offending vehicle was duly insured with New India Assurance Co. Ltd. 

4. Against the claim petition O.P. No. 1 and 2 i.e. owner/ driver of the 

offending vehicle bearing No. AS-12W/4589(Yamaha scooty) have submitted 

their written statement and strongly denied that the accident took place on 11-

03-2019 due to rash and negligent driving by the driver of the vehicle O.P. No. 2 

but it is admitted that the O.P.No.1 is the registered owner of the vehicle and 

O.P. No.2 was driving the vehicle at the relevant time of accident. It is alleged 

that on 11-03-2019 at about 3-00 p.m., the O.P. No. 2 drove the vehicle bearing 

No. AS-12W/4589(Yamaha scooty) within the limited speed from Dangabasti to 

Keherukhanda PWD Road, following  extreme left side of the road, at that time 

Habija Khatun without following  traffic rules tried to cross the road in a hurry 

and suddenly tripped on her own foot  and fell down on the road. As a result the 

accident occurred. There was no negligence on the part of the O.P. No. 2 to 

cause death to Habija Khatun. Apart from that the alleged offending vehicle was 

duly insured with New India Assurance Co. Ltd. at the relevant time of accident. 

Hence, if any liability arises that will be borne by the insurer of the said vehicle 

and prayed to exonerate O.P. No. 1 and 2 from their liability of paying any 

compensation to the claimant.  

5.  O.P. No. 3 New India Assurance Co. Ltd. i.e. insurer of the vehicle 

bearing No. AS-12W/4589(Yamaha scooty) has submitted written statement 

wherein it is stated that at the time of alleged accident the driver of the vehicle 

was not having any valid driving license and the said accident occurred due to 

negligence of the deceased herself, as such, the claimant is not entitled to get 

any compensation as claimed for. It is also stated that the claimants No. 1 and 2 

are not legal heirs of the deceased to file this claim case for compensation. As 

such the case is liable to be dismissed.  

6. On the pleadings aforesaid the following issues were framed- 

I. Whether the accident took place on 11-03-2019 at about 3-00 P.M. due 

to rash and negligent driving by the driver of the new scooty bearing no. (AS-
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12W/4589 (Yahama scooty) and whether the victim Habija Khatun died due to 

the alleged accident? 

II. Whether the claimant is/are entitled for any compensation as prayed 

for and if so, from whom and to what extent? 

7. I have heard the argument advanced by  Learned Counsel of both sides. I 

have also perused the documents available in the record. 

 Issue No. 1   

8. It is an admitted fact that the husband of the claimant i.e. Ahed Ali is a  

deaf and dumb as such,  claimant No. 2 Jubed Ali who is brother-in-law of the 

deceased has deposed in the case. He stated that on 11-03-2019 at about 3-00 

p.m. his sister-in-law Habija Khatun with his brother Md. Aheb Ali while 

proceeding Dangabasti to Keherukhanda,  they were walking through extreme 

left side  of the road, at that time  one scooty bearing No.AS-12W/4589(Yamaha 

scooty) coming from same direction in a rash and negligent manner and hit the 

deceased from her back side. As a result she sustained grievous injuries on her 

person. Though she was treated at Tezpur Medical College & Hospital but after 

two days Habija Khatun died in the said hospital. His elder brother i.e. claimant 

No. 1 is deaf and dumb for which he is unable to give evidence and face cross-

examination. 

9. CW-1 Jubed Ali has exhibited the following documents – 

 Ext. 1 accident information report (Form 54). 

 Ext 2 to 3(3) are documents relating to criminal case. 

 Ext. 4 is Gaonburah certificate. 

10. In his cross-examination CW-1 has replied that he has come to depose in 

the case in favour of CW-1 Ahed Ali, who is his elder brother.  He knew that 

Habija Khatun wife of his elder brother died in the accident. But he had not seen 

the accident. He could not say for whose negligence   the accident occurred.  
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11. CW-2 is Sukur Ali who deposed in his evidence that on the date of 

accident he was standing in front of his house near accident spot. On 11-03-2019 

Habija Khatun and her husband Ahed Ali met with an accident in front of his 

house when one scooty bearing No. AS-12W/4589 coming in a rash and 

negligent manner knocked down Habija Khatun. As a result she sustained 

grievous injuries on her person. She was immediately taken to Tezpur Medical 

College & Hospital wherein she died after two days of accident.  

12. In his cross-examination CW-2 has replied that he knew the deceased 

Habija Khatun since his childhood. His house is about 1 K.M. away from the 

house of the claimant No.1 and deceased. He was waiting on the spot of 

accident since 3-00 P.M. The spot of accident was near to his house. He was 

alone standing infront of his house while the accident took place. He had seen 

Habija Khatun and Ahed Ali coming from Dangabasti  Centre towards North side. 

13. CW-3 is Muzibur Rahman who claimed to be the own brother of the 

deceased Habija Khatun. He deposed in his evidence that on 11-03-2019 his 

sister met with an accident when one scooty knocked her down and 

subsequently she died at Tezpur Medical College & Hospital after two days of the 

accident.  

 CW-3 has exhibited the following documents- 

 Ext. 5 to 10 are documents relating to criminal case. 

14. In his cross-examination CW-3 has replied that he has not furnished any 

document regarding his relationship with the deceased. The husband of his 

deceased sister is still alive and he is dumb and he is not working. He (CW-1) 

had not seen the accident. He did not remember the date of accident and date of 

death of his sister.  

15. Ext. 1 is the accident information report which reveals that an accident 

occurred on 11-03-2019 at about 3-00 P.M. at Keherukhanda under Dhekiajuli 

P.S. and Habija Khatun died in the said accident. One New scooty bearing Engine 

No. E3Y3E0617445 and Chassis No. ME1SED1GBJ0037332 was shown to be the 
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offending vehicle. Ext. 3 is the FIR lodged by one Mujibur Rahman stating that 

on 11-03-2019 at about 3-00 P.M. his elder sister Habija Khatun met with an 

accident at Dangabasti due to rash and negligent driving by the driver of a new 

scooty without any registration number. After the alleged accident though his 

elder sister was treated at Tezpur Medical College & Hospital, Tumuki but she 

died after two days of the accident. Ext. 3(1) is the seizure list of seizing one new 

Yamaha scooty and its documents. Ext. 3(2) is the MVI of a new scooty bearing 

Engine No.E3Y3E0617445 and Chassis No.ME1SED1GBJ0037332 which shows no 

damages. Ext. 3(3) is the charge sheet submitted against the driver of the new 

scooty without registration number Bibhash Khalko u/s- 279/304(A) IPC. 

16.    To determine the negligence, I am being guided by the judgment reported 

in 2009 ACJ 287, National Insurance Company Limited Vs. Pushpa Rana wherein  

it was held that in case the petitioner files the certified copy of the criminal 

record or the criminal record showing the completion of the investigation by the 

police or the issuance of charge sheet under section 279/304 A IPC or the 

certified copy of the FIR or in addition the recovery memo and the mechanical 

inspection report of the offending vehicle, these documents are sufficient proof 

to reach to the conclusion that the driver was negligent. 

17. In the case of Ranu Bala Paul & Ors. v. Bani Chakraborty & 

Ors.  reported in 1999 ACJ 634, it was observed as under:  

"In deciding a matter tribunal should bear in mind the caution struck by 

the Apex Court that a claim before the Motor Accidents Claims Tribunal is neither 

a criminal case nor a civil case. In a criminal case in order to have conviction, the 

matter is to be proved beyond reasonable doubt and in a civil case the matter is 

to be decided on the basis of preponderance of evidence, but in a claim before 

the Motor Accidents Claims Tribunal the standard of proof is much below than 

what is required in a criminal case as well as in a civil case. No doubt before the 

tribunal there must be some material on the basis of which the tribunal can 

arrive or decide things necessary to be decided for awarding compensation. But 

https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1270101/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/409589/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1997644/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1997644/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1997644/
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the tribunal is not expected to take or to adopt the nicety of a civil or of a 

criminal case. After all, it is a summary inquiry and this is a legislation for the 

welfare of the society" 

18.     In   Bimla   Devi   and   ors.   Vs.   Himachal   Road   Transport 

Corporation and Ors (2009) 13 SC 530, Supreme Court held that  

" In a situation of this nature, the Tribunal has rightly taken a holistic view of the 

matter. It was necessary to be borne in mind that strict proof of an accident 

caused by a particular bus in a particular manner may not be possible to  be 

done by the claimants. The claimants were merely   to   establish   their   case   

on   the touchstone   of   preponderance   of   probability. The   standard   of   

proof   beyond   reasonable doubt could not have been applied." 

19. Therefore, in view of the evidence of CW-2 as well as documents 

relating to criminal case, it can be said that the wife of the claimant No.1  

Habija Khatun sustained fatal injuries in the alleged accident due to rash and 

negligent driving by the driver of the vehicle bearing No.AS-

12W/4589(Yamaha scooty). Hence, issue No. 1 is decided in favour of the 

claimant. 

Issue No. 2  

20. It is an admitted fact that the offending vehicle bearing No. AS-

12W/4589(Yamaha scooty) was insured with New India Assurance Co. Ltd. vide 

policy No.53110231180800002165 valid upto 05-02-2020. The accident occurred 

on 11-03-2019. It transpires that the accident occurred during the subsistence of 

the policy of the offending vehicle. So, O.P.No.3 i.e New India Assurance Co. Ltd 

is liable to pay compensation to the claimant. 

21. According to the claimants, the deceased was a daily wage earner for 

which she was earning Rs. 10,000/- per month but CW-2 has admitted that he 

has not furnished any document to prove income of the deceased. CW-3 has also 

stated that the deceased had worked as a domestic helper prior to the accident. 
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Though the income of the deceased is not proved but it is true that she was a 

house wife.  

22. The Hon’ble Supreme Court in the case of Jitendra Khim Sankar Trivedi 

and others Vs. Kasam Daul Kumbhar reported in 2015(4) SCC 237, it is observed 

as follows- 

 “ Even assuming Jayvantiben Jitendra Trivedi was not self employed, 

doing embroidery and tailoring work but the fact remains that she was house 

wife and homemaker. It is hard to monetize the domestic work done by a house-

wife. The services of mother/wife is available 24 hrs. and her duties are never 

fixed. Courts have recognized contribution made by the wife to the house is 

invaluable and that it cannot be computed in terms of money. A house 

wife/homemaker does not work by the clock and she is in constant attendance of 

the family throughout and such services rendered by the homemaker has to be 

necessarily kept in view while calculating lost of dependency. Thus, even 

otherwise, taking deceased Jayvantiben Jitendra Trivedi as the homemaker, it is 

reasonable to fix her income at Rs. 3,000/- per month”.  

23. In view of the aforesaid legal proposition, in the instant case also the 

income of the deceased Habija Khatun be fixed at Rs. 3,000/- per month.  

24. Regarding age of the deceased, as per claim petition deceased was 45 

years of age when the accident took place. Except P.M. report the claimant has 

not submitted any document to ascertain the age of his deceased wife. It is a 

settled position of law that if any age proof document is not available, the age 

mentioned in P.M. report can be taken into consideration. As per P.M. Report, 

age of the deceased was 45 years, which can be taken into consideration in this 

case.  

25. As per the case of Sarla Verma -vs.- DTC,[AIR 2009(6) SC 121] the 

multiplier would be 14.  

26.    Dealing with the issue of deduction towards personal and living expenses 

of the deceased, I would like to resort the mandate taken in Syed Basir Ahmed 
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and others vs. Jamil and another, reported in AIR 2009 SC 1219 where it has 

been held that – 

27. “On the question of deduction on account of personal expenses by the 

deceased, there is no set formula which could be applied in every cases to 

determine as to what should be the deduction on this account. The contention 

that deduction on that count cannot exceed 1/3rd on the ground that there is 

some statuary recognition in the 2nd schedule to the act for such deduction is 

untenable. The said deduction would depend upon facts and circumstances of 

each case. In the present case, no evidence was led on this point as well, in the 

absence of any evidence to the contrary the practice is to deduct towards 

personal and living expenses of the deceased, 1/3rd of the income in case he was 

married and half (50%) if he was bachelor.” 

28. In the instant case, the deceased left behind her husband and one 

brother. Therefore, 1/3rd of her income is to be deducted with a presumption that 

had the deceased been alive, she could have spent 1/3rd for her personal 

expenses.  

29. As per SLP (Civil) No. 25590 of 2014( National Insurance Co. Ltd. Vs- 

Pranay Shethi & Ors.) the Hon’ble Supreme Court has fixed  compensation in 

case of death reasonable figures on  conventional heads namely- Loss of estate, 

Loss of consortium and   Funeral expenses should be Rs. 15,000/-, Rs. 40,000/- 

and Rs. 15,000/- respectively.  

30. Learned Counsel for claimant No.3 [(in MAC case No. 20/2019(D)] has 

argued that the claimant No.3 Majibur Rahman as own brother of the deceased 

is entitled to get an amount of share as compensation as because the deceased 

was looked after and maintained by claimant No.3 till her death.  

31. In support of his submission Learned Counsel placed reliance on 

a case law- 

 1. 2005(3) GLT 187 ( Hafezun Begum Vs. Member, MACT…) 

32. In the said case it was held that claim petition filed by the brothers held 

maintainable as in a Mohammedan family brothers are also legal representatives. 
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33. As per Mohammedan Law of inheritance (Sunni Law) when a 

Mohammedan dies, the persons entitled to inherit or succeed are divided into- 

i) Relations by marriage and blood-there are again sub-divided into three classes- 

(a) Sharers- There are twelve relations who have got certain prescribed shares.  

(b) Residuaries- They are all male agnates (descendants, ascendants and 

collaterals) and only four females who are shares but are converted into 

residuries in some cases. 

(c) Distant kindred- This class covers all other blood relations.  

ii) Unrelated successors- They are the (a) acknowledged kinsman. Acknoledged 

kinsman is a person of unknown decent in whose favour the deceased has made 

an acknowledgement of kinship, not through himself but through another, and 

(b)universal legatee- Universal legatee is a person to whom the deceased had 

left the whole of his property by will. 

34. In the case in hand, the deceased has left behind her husband Ahed Ali 

and claimant No. 3 Majibur Rahman claimed to be the own brother of the 

deceased. As per Muslim Law if a Mohammedan female dies living a husband and 

distant kindred i.e. blood relation, the husband as sharer will take his share half 

(1/2) and the other half(1/2) will go to the distant kindred.  

35. The claimant No. 3 Majibur Rahman has claimed that he is the own 

brother of the deceased Habija Khatun. In support of the fact claimant No.3 has 

submitted some documents i.e. Pan Card and Elector Photo Identity Card 

wherein father’s name of Majibur Rahman i.e.claimant No.3 has appeared as 

Khechi. In the claim petition the claimant No. 3 has mentioned that father’s name 

of the deceased was Khesi Sheikh which is not denied by the claimant No. 1 and 

2. 

36. Claimants No. 1 and 2 have submitted some documents like Employment 

Exchange Registration Certificate and Medical Certificate showing cause of the 

death of the deceased and Ration Card  to show that deceased was the wife of 
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claimant No. 1 Ahed Ali. In all such documents husband’s name of the deceased 

is shown as Ahed Ali i.e. claimant No.1. 

37. Under such backdrop, I am of the opinion that the claimant No. 1 Ahed 

Ali will get half (1/2) of the amount of compensation and the remaining half(1/2) 

will go to claimant No. 3 Majibur Rahman as brother of the deceased as distant 

kindred.   

38. So, in view of the aforesaid discussion, in the instant case, the 

computation of compensation is awarded as follows :- 

A) Annual income of the deceased Rs. 3,000/-X 12      = Rs.36,000/- 

B) After  deducting 1/3rd of the annual income of the deceased , amount 

comes to              =Rs. 24,000/- 

C) After multiplied with multiplier, amount comes to  

Rs.24,000/- X 14                                               =Rs. 3,36,000/- 

D) Funeral expenses             =Rs.     15,000/- 

E) Loss of estate             =Rs.     15,000/- 

F) Loss of consortium             =Rs.     40,000/- 

 

  TOTAL    = Rs.4,06,000/-( Rupees 

four lakhs six thousand) only. 

36.  Issue No. 2 is decided accordingly. 

                                  O R D E R 
 

   In the result, the claim petition is allowed, awarding Rs.4,06,000/- 

(Rupees four lakhs six thousand) only  with interest thereon @ 6 % per 

annum from the date of filing of the case  i.e. on 31-08-2019 till full and final 

realization. The O.P. No. 3 i.e. New India Assurance Co. Ltd is directed to make 

payment of the aforesaid amount within a period of 30 (thirty) days from the 

date of receipt of order on equal share basis i.e. Rs. 2,03,000/-each ( Rupees 

two lakhs three thousand) in the Savings Account of the claimant No.1 Md. Ahed 

Ali and claimant No. 3 Majibur Rahman through NEFT. Both the Claimants are 

directed to furnish their Bank details of any Nationalized Bank to this Tribunal or 

Insurance Company for payment of compensation. 
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Insurance Company is directed to furnish compliance report accordingly.  

 

Given under my hand and seal on this 2nd day of January, 2021. 

 

 

            ( M. Nandi.) 
              Member,                        Member, 
Motor Accident Claims Tribunal,          Motor Accident Claims Tribunal, 
       Sonitpur, Tezpur.          Sonitpur, Tezpur. 
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A N N E X U R E 

 
1.Witness of the Claimant: 

 
(i) Jubed Ali. 
(ii) Sukur Ali. 
(iii) Majibur Rahman. 

 
2. Witness of the Defence: 
 
  None  

 
3. Claimant’s Exhibits: 
 

 Ext. 1 accident information report (Form 54). 

 Ext 2 to 3(3) are documents relating to criminal case. 

 Ext. 4 is Gaonburah certificate. 

 Ext. 5 to 10 are documents relating to criminal case. 

4.Exhibits of the defence. 
 
  NIL 
 

(M. Nandi.) 
          Member 
          MACT, Sonitpur, Tezpur. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 


